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Agora
C

Cheviot

Product Description: Made with 100% solution-dyed fiber, Agora® Cheviot is
a strong and durable outdoor fabric in a wide variety of attractive colors.
Cheviot is a line with character, made of triple thread and triple color. Ideal for
creating outdoor environments with personality. Its appearance is irregular, but
at the same time, robust. It’s perfect both alone and combined with most of our
fabrics. A range of 16 fabrics with natural tones, bright colors, neutrals ad dark
and elegant tones. Cheviot is manufactured to withstand harsh outdoor
conditions and guarantees excellent performance both outdoors and indoors.

Cheviot

Operational/Functional Aspects: Our fabrics have strength, quality

C and degradation.
durability, easy care and incomparable resistance to fading
100% solution-dyed acrylic, thanks to our yarn being pigmented “from the
core”, it gives our fabrics an exceptional performance in outdoor conditions,
and in addition claim a 5-year warranty against fading due to sunlight
exposure. The fabrics are easy to clean. They are water-and stain-resistant and
require minimal maintenance. Most stains can be removed with soap and
water or with rubbing alcohol.
Colors of Finishes Available:
16 colors

Product Dimensions:
63” Wide

Bella Dura
Home
C

Animal
Magnetism &
NYE

Product Description: Animal Magnetism is a small-scale all-over
animal skin pattern featuring colorful spots that are woven on a soft,
fine chenille ground. NYE is a texture that has the look of a finely
woven linen plain with added interest in the warp direction to give it
subtle movement and texture.
Operational/Functional Aspects: Indoor/OutdoorC fabric. Easy to
clean, fade resistant. Made in the USA.

Colors of Finishes Available:
Animal Magnetism is available in 4 colors, NYE in 23

Animal
Magnetism
& NYE
Product Dimensions:

BLISS Performance
Fabrics - Citel

C

Tusset

Product Description: Tusset, made of premium 100% Solution Dyed
Acrylic, is a unique look for the outdoor world! Woven on a black and
white planted warp stripe, and using a textural yarn in the weft, Tusset
is rich in texture and bold in color. Combining pops of Fuchsia, Lemon
Yellow, and Shamrock green, Tusset is a multicolored, small scale
plaid pattern that will work in any application.
Operational/Functional Aspects: Tusset is suitable for all outdoor
C acrylic, Tusset
furniture applications. Woven with 100% solution-dyed
will withstand the harshest of atmospheric conditions. Tusset is water
resistant, fade resistant, bleach cleanable, breathable and backed
by a five-year warranty.

Colors of Finishes Available:
3 colors available; option to create custom colors as well

Tusset
Designer:
Carme Salgado
Product Dimensions:
54” wide;
Pattern Repeat .39” x .39”

BLISS Performance
Fabrics - Citel

Vienna
C

Product Description: Vienna, made of premium 100% solution-dyed
acrylic, is a showstopper! Vienna, a large-scale damask, contrasts its
colors making a positive negative effect on an alternating striped
ground. Sophisticated yet comfortable, the rich color combination of
Charcoal and Onyx are blended creating a beautiful and warm color
story.
Operational/Functional Aspects: Vienna is suitable for all outdoor
furniture applications. Vienna is reversible, another added bonus,
C
which allows for both sides of the fabric to be used. The versatility of
Vienna is a plus for umbrella and window applications allowing the
end user the benefit of visibility on both the front side and the back
side of the fabric. Woven with 100% solution-dyed acrylic, Vienna will
withstand the harshest of atmospheric conditions. Vienna is water
resistant, fade resistant, bleach cleanable, breathable and backed
by a five-year warranty.

Colors of Finishes Available:
6 colors available; option to create custom colors as well

Vienna
Designer:
Carme Salgado
Product Dimensions:
54” wide;
Pattern Repeat 27”

Glen Raven

C

Clock Out
Frond

Product Description: 100% Sunbrella acrylic. This pattern creates the feeling of
subtle, graceful movement, much like the effects of a calm breeze rustling
through the palm fronds with the sky peeking through. This two-color graphic
concept introduces a structured, yet airy component to the collection,
featuring a chambray-like weave structure and flat yarns that provide a dry,
matte texture.
Operational/Functional Aspects: Clock Out stands out as one of the hero
statement patterns from the latest stock upholstery collection from Sunbrella,
Perspectives, which invites one to escape through the mementos with which
they surround themselves. Perspectives tells a story using new textures and
constructions, novelty yarns and brightly colored, bold C
designs paired with
muted, nuanced patterns inspired by memorable experiences and places.
Engineered to withstand Mother Nature, Sunbrella fabrics are long-lasting and
resist the damaging effects of sun, rain, snow, and humidity. Stain resistant and
easy to clean, Sunbrella fabrics have a proprietary finish that won’t wash away
and repels stains. Unlike ordinary fabrics with dyes added to the surface,
Sunbrella fabrics are made with fibers that are solution-dyed with UV-stabilized
pigments – so the color stays brilliant over time, despite extended exposures to
sunlight. All Sunbrella fabrics are resistant to mold and mildew and are backed
by the most comprehensive warranty in the industry.
Colors of Finishes Available: Available in 3 colorways – Frond (shown), Indigo &
Cloud

Clock Out
Frond
Designer:
Sunbrella
Product Dimensions:
14” wide x 6.67”
height Repeat
Weight:

Glen Raven

C

Mixture
Mirage

Product Description: 100% Sunbrella acrylic. This modern mosaic merges structure
with movement through the colorful fusion of a kaleidoscope of squares, giving it a
whimsical energy that is grounded by the grid-like arrangement. The opposing twill
weaves create saturated color as well as a subtle graphic on the surface of the
fabric. The scale of this pattern allows it to be used on its own or mixed with other
items, such as plains, stripes, or larger-scale patterns to create a more varied
setting.
Operational/Functional Aspects: This colorful, whimsical pattern from Sunbrella is
from the newest stock upholstery collection from Sunbrella, Perspectives, which
invites one to escape through the mementos with which they surround themselves.
Perspectives tells a story through the use of new textures and constructions, novelty
C nuanced patterns
yarns and brightly colored, bold designs paired with muted,
inspired by memorable experiences and places. Engineered to withstand Mother
Nature, Sunbrella fabrics are long-lasting and resist the damaging effects of sun,
rain, snow, and humidity. Stain resistant and easy to clean, Sunbrella fabrics have a
proprietary finish that won’t wash away and repels stains. Unlike ordinary fabrics
with dyes added to the surface, Sunbrella fabrics are made with fibers that are
solution-dyed with UV-stabilized pigments – so the color stays brilliant over time,
despite extended exposures to sunlight. All Sunbrella fabrics are resistant to mold
and mildew and are backed by the most comprehensive warranty in the industry.
Colors of Finishes Available:

Mixture
Mirage
Designer:
Sunbrella
Product Dimensions:
54” Roll with a 14.29” W x
9.53” H Repeat

Weight:

Milliken &
Company
New Vistas
Collection
C

Product Description: Milliken & Company has a long history of creating fabrics
that can handle harsh conditions. The fabrics in the New Vistas Collection are
designed to move effortlessly from indoors to outdoors, from family rooms to
decks and patios. They can withstand harsh weather just as well as they
withstand children and pets. Upgrade the style and performance of furniture
with 100% solution-dyed acrylic fibers in 10 patterns featuring a wide variety of
lush colors and comfortable textures.
Operational/Functional Aspects: The New Vistas Outdoor
C Collection feature
non-PFAS (per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances) performance finish to make
fabrics easier to clean and water-resistant. Designed with durability in mind, the
fabrics are fade-resistant and bleach cleanable backed by a five-year
warranty. New Vistas fabrics can be used in umbrellas, upholstery or pillows.
Colors of Finishes Available:
72 Unique SKUs

New Vistas
Collection
Product Dimensions:
54” roll width
Weight: 6.5 – 10.7
oz./yd.

Outdura by
Sattler

C

Lagoon
Sea/Raindrop
Lapis

Product Description: Lagoon Sea accented with Raindrop Lapis from
the Virage "Tranquil" collection of Outdura's latest 100% solution-dyed
acrylic fabrics offers modern, minimalistic yet refreshing color solutions
inspired by motifs found in waters from global oceans, rivers and
streams. The Lagoon textured jacquard mimics the water's surface
while Raindrop gently tells the story of a spring shower. Truly a tranquil
collection of stunning fabrics showing off nature's beauty through an
aquatic lens and as with all Outdura fabrics, endurance is second to
none. Virage Design Line: inspired by creativity, courage, success,
individuality and change.

C

Operational/Functional Aspects: 100% solution-dyed acrylic woven
fabric, fade resistant, stain and water resistant, mold & mildew
resistant easy to clean (bleach cleanable), breathable, high in
abrasion resistance, 100% Made in the USA. Abrasion test results:
Lagoon (jacquard) 60,000 double rubs, Raindrop (dobby) 30,000
double rubs
Colors of Finishes Available:
Lagoon: Dove, Pewter, Ecru, Sage, Aqua, Forest, Sea, Midnight

Lagoon
Sea/Raindrop
Lapis
Designer:
Mariia Elizrova
Product Dimensions:
Width: 54”
Weight:

Outdura by
Sattler
C

Sherwood
Taupe/Bark
Taupe

Product Description: A walk with nature is found in the weave of Outdura's
Virage "Escape" 100% solution-dyed acrylic collection featuring Sherwood, the
collection's signature jacquard print. Elaborately drawn by hand, Sherwood
allows enough space in the flowing botanical design to remind us of the
importance of peace and calm in our lives. This jacquard is the canopy to
harmonized trails, pathways and all beautiful surfaces that make up this series.
Accented with Bark, the dobby with a bit of nep yarn, simply illustrates the
essence of living outdoors in the most elegant fashion. Virage Design Line:
inspired by creativity, courage, success, individuality and change.
Operational/Functional Aspects: 100% Solution-dyed acrylic C
woven fabric, fade
resistant, stain & water resistant, mold and mildew resistant easy to clean (bleach
cleanable), breathable, high in abrasion resistance, 100% Made in the USA.
Abrasion test results: Sherwood (jacquard) 60,000 double rubs, Bark (dobby)
60,000 double rubs
Colors of Finishes Available:
Sherwood: Sky, Spring, Stone, Taupe, Birch, Shade

Sherwood
Taupe/Bark
Taupe
Designer:
Mariia Elizrova
Product Dimensions:
Width: 54”

Weight:

Serge Ferrari Group
Batyline Elios

C

Product Description: Serge Ferrari Group presents Batyline Elios, a new range of outdoor
upholstery fabrics to the Batyline family that is internationally known for its unique level of
durability, softness, comfort, and cleanability. This fabric’s high level of flexibility is ideal for any
outdoor upholstered seating including sofas, chairs, garden furniture, and cushions With the
added softness of Batyline Elios, any outdoor living space is transformed into a place of comfort.
The patented weave combines Batyline performance and durability with a textured yarn to
offer noticeable softness and high resistance. Batyline Elios provides a unique level of durability
as upholstery fabric for outdoor furniture. Additionally, Serge Ferrari Group has added Batyline®
Elios Waterproof to its outdoor collection, expanding the product’s capabilities to include a
unique level of waterproof backing, flexibility, and durability as upholstery fabric for outdoor
furniture. Batyline Elios draws design inspiration from the classic style of tweed suits, showcasing
stylish textures and patterns.
Operational/Functional Aspects: Cleaning spills has never been easier with Serge Ferrari Group’s
most innovative upholstery fabric. Batyline Elios is easy to clean with everyday household
C
cleaning products. A simple mix of household cleaners and water can be utilized to effortlessly
remove stains on the material without leaving behind residue, ensuring a product that looks new
throughout the seasons. Multiple tests have been conducted in the laboratory to prove unfailing
cleanability against red wine, suntan lotion, chocolate, mustard, ketchup, and vinegar. Even
encrusted stains can be easily removed using soapy water and a cloth. Batyline Elios has been
subjected to the most stringent tests, guaranteeing its high-performance design and resistance
to extreme abrasion, UV, and mold. The product displays exceptional abrasion resistance that
has been proven by over 600,00 double rubs-Wyzenbeek. Batyline Elios’s UV resistance has also
been confirmed through accelerated exposure to guarantee colorfastness for five years.
Additionally, the fabric displayed an intact appearance after four weeks of incubation at 84ºF,
proving ability to withstand hot and humid climates.
Colors of Finishes Available:
Carmel, Ladybird, Birch, Vichy, Basalt, Blue Jay, Sparrow, Vegetal, Dark Night, Sodalite

Batyline
Elios
Product Dimensions:
Width: 55.1”
Weight: 13.2 oz./yd.

Tempotest
USA Home
C

Star Home©
Valenza

Product Description: Digital Printed 100% solution-dyed outdoor PET fiber, Teflon
Finished, DEKO-Tex Certified and compliant to BS-5852 Cigarette Test, to CAL-TB
117-2013 and to NFPA260.
Operational/Functional Aspects: Tempotest USA Home printed fabrics are made
with polyester that has been disperse printed to achieve and excellent light
fastness that is stain resistant, washable with water and bleach, as well as having
a great breaking strength and seam slippage resistance. It is suitable for all
outdoor environments such as gardens, terraces, pool and C
beachside, as well as
indoor areas that need to be decorated with resistant and easily cleanable
fabrics. Any number of pattern designs and colors can be customized to suit your
needs.

Colors of Finishes Available:
Sherwood: Sky, Spring, Stone, Taupe, Birch, Shade

Star Home©
Valenza
Product Dimensions:
Width: 54”
Weight: 350 gr/M2

